
Vic Conant emails 
 
Zufelt Promotion EMAIL 1 
 
Subject line 1: Rarely do I find something as GOOD as 
this 
 
Subject line 2: Lucky to have found this to share with you 
 
 
Hi [First Name Goes Here], 
 
Vic Conant here.  As president of Nightingale-Conant, I’ve 
always taken the time to filter through all the junk and 
promise to show you only the BEST programs.  
 
My goal is to find the REAL experts who I believe will 
TRULY help you and change your life for the better.  
 
That said … I have something to share with you that’s like 
nothing I’ve ever seen before. Rarely do I find a program 
100% GUARANTEED to work for anyone.  
 
Yet for 30 years, Success Expert Jack Zufelt has been 
showing millions of men and women just like you how to 
get anything they want … guaranteed … no matter what it 
is. That alone is reason enough to LOOK at this, deal? 
 
Jack Zufelt uses a SUPER SIMPLE system with 2 main 
steps he guides people through.  
 
What’s AMAZING is that, for anyone who was willing to 
just go ahead and TRY IT … it’s worked every single time! 
 
And now we know why Jack’s little system  never fails: 
 
These are the same 2 steps the most successful people in 
history have always used to get what they want.  
 
And just recently, Jack’s mechanism, which helps you to 
go from mediocre or underachieving to SUPER successful, 
has been SCIENTIFICALLY PROVEN.  
 
It is the activation of your “Success Gene” that makes it 
possible for you to succeed in getting anything you want ... 
even things you currently don’t think are possible for you.  
 
We’re all born with this gene. The problem is … It’s 
dormant in 97% of us, which is why only the top 3% are 
super successful.  
 
The good news is … Jack has a new program that makes 
activating your Success Gene as EASY as it gets. 



 
In six SIMPLE online sessions, which includes live calls 
with Jack, you’ll learn how to activate your Success Gene 
in the shortest amount of time. Once you do, you’ll spend 
the rest of the time getting what you want as fast as 
possible. Then, use this simple process over and over for 
the rest of your life to get whatever you want.  
 
GO HERE NOW to find out more.  
 
I hope you TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY to experience the 
joy and excitement that Jack’s simple, 2-step system 
brings to your life. And how your future quickly and 
drastically changes because you’re achieving what you 
want MOST in life ... one after another as fast as possible.  
 
And remember … when you follow these 2 steps, Jack 
guarantees your biggest successes WILL HAPPEN for 
you. 
 
Warmly, 
Vic Conant, President 
NIGHTINGALE-CONANT 
 
 
======================== 
Zufelt Promotion EMAIL 2 
 
Subject line 1: "Success Gene" discovered 
–  trigger it to achieve more 
 
Subject line 2: Science finds "Success Gene" - here’s 
how to activate it… 
 
Hi [First Name Goes Here], 
 
I'm Vic Conant, president of Nightingale-Conant. 
 
I just talked to a good friend of mine, Success Expert Jack 
Zufelt, and he told me that top scientists just recently 
discovered a human "Success Gene."  
 
Problem is... research ALSO shows that this gene, which 
we’re all born with, is dormant in 97% of the population.  
 
So odds are, yours is not activated either, which Jack 
explained as the reason why you aren’t getting everything 
you want in life, nor are you as successful as you could be. 
 
The GOOD news is... it's rather EASY and QUICK to 
activate your Success Gene, which unleashes the traits 
you MUST HAVE to achieve BIG.  



And that’s exactly what my buddy Jack Zufelt does. He 
shows people just like you how to do it using a SIMPLE 2-
step process that activates your Success Gene. Once you 
do, you’ll start to achieve one thing after another for the 
rest of your life. 
 
This is SCIENTIFICALLY PROVEN to work.   
 
I've never seen anything like it …. and I’ve been around 
personal development for a very long time. It’s so 
RELIABLE it’s worked every single time for every single 
person who has followed this simple 2-step process.  
 
And the cool thing is … a major EYE-OPENING 
EXPERIENCE for you … and it’s FUN! 
 
In fact, Jack’s AMAZING little formula is the same one the 
most successful people in history have been using to 
achieve whatever they want.  
 
This is now so popular … he's been interviewed on more 
than 2,000 radio and TV talk shows, including the TODAY 
SHOW, CBS, and PBS. 
 
As a TRUE Success Expert, Jack's only mission is to help 
millions more just like you to get what they want … no 
matter what it is. 
 
GO HERE to discover what scientists and Jack Zufelt know 
you MUST HAVE to activate your “Success Gene”…  so 
you can ACHIEVE ANYTHING you want in life ... as fast as 
possible. 
 
Warmly, 
Vic Conant, President 
NIGHTINGALE-CONANT  
 
Click here to learn more: 
[Your Affiliate Link Goes Here] 
 
 
======================== 
Zufelt Promotion EMAIL 3 
 
Subject Line 1: Not getting something you want? I know 
why... 
OR 
Subject Line 2: Why only 3% have it all ... and the 2 
things you can do to join them 
 
Hi [First Name Goes Here], 
 
Do you know why you didn't get something you wanted  



In life? 
 
Maybe you didn't get the job you really wanted... or 
you wanted out of debt and yet you still find yourself 
buried under it.  
 
Perhaps you want financial freedom 
or you're unhappy with a relationship you're in.  
 
Or  
maybe you just want a different car or nicer home.  
 
It doesn't matter what it is... there's a reason you're not 
getting it … and I know someone who can help you go 
from frustrated of giving up to super successful achieving 
what you want as fast as humanly possible! 
 
Today I want to share with you a simple 2-step system 
developed by a famous international success expert, Jack 
Zufelt.  
 
By the way … Jack was one of our best-selling authors  
in the history of Nightingale-Conant! We featured  
him on the cover of our magazine and later in the 
centerfold.  
 
We did two, 250,000 piece mailings on his product 
because it was SO GOOD ... and popular!  
 
And what he wants to give you NOW is even better!  
 
Simply put, Jack will show you the 2 simple things you 
must do DIFFERENT, so that THIS time, you get the things 
you want most in life ...  for sure. 
 
These 2 steps are what the most successful people of 
all time have always done to get anything they want, and 
NOW you can use them too.  
 
Jack’s program makes it as EASY as it gets. 
 
Jack GUARANTEES this will make all the difference in 
YOU succeeding for the rest of your life … or not.  
 
You have EXPERIENCE THIS to believe it. 
 
Check out The DNA of Success System  
 
Warmly, 
Vic Conant, President 
NIGHTINGALE-CONANT  
 
 


